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HUNTS OF EDEN  
SCENIC ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS  

IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO READ THROUGH ALL DIRECTIONS 
BEFORE BEGINNING INITIAL ASSEMBLY. 
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You Will Need:

	 - Wood Glue 		 	 	 - Duct Tape

	 -Black Artist’s Tape 		 	 - Scissors/Blade (To open packaging)

Environment:

	 - It is suggested to build the model in the location it will be primarily used in oder to 
prevent damage that may occur from repetitive reassembly. Pieces are built for repetitive use/
manipulation but should be handled with care. 

Questions:

	 - For any and all questions regarding assembly contact the designer: 

	 Mallory Gabbard

	 512-981-9600

	 mgabbardesign@gmail.com
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FLOOR 
1 Use Pieces: (F1; F2; F3) 

- Begin by placing piece F2 in the center of your assembly area. (Ideally the floor will 
be permanently attached to your woking surface via screws if possible). Arrange 
piece F1 & piece F3 on the 2 in. overlap of F2. Secure the pieces by applying wood 
glue to the 2” overlap (top side) on F2 as well as the 2” overlap on pieces F1 & F3 
(underside). Let rest before progressing. 

SIDE L SIDE R

SIDE BACK

SIDE FRONT
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WALLS 
2 Use Pieces: (A1 & A2) 

-  Slide pieces A1 & A2 together. All of the 
walls are built to slide together between 
layers of foam core & chip board. Walls were 
built in 2 part segments for ease of 
transportation/shipping. Ideally, the two 
pieces of wall will be permanently sealed 
together during assembly. After discovering 
how the pieces slide together, remove and 
add glue to the seams before putting back 
together and letting dry. When assembling 
pieces: A1; A2; D1; D2, secure closure on the 
black exterior side with duct tape. Allow glue 
time to harden before slotting walls into the 
floor. 

3 Use Pieces: (A1 & A2) 

- Slot the joined pieces A1 & A2 into the floor 
base on the side L side. 

** REPEAT**  
Repeat steps 2 & 3 for pieces: (B1; B2; D1; D2) 


SIDE L SIDE R

SIDE BACK

SIDE FRONT
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4 Use Pieces: (A1; A2; B1; B2; D1; D2) 

- All wall pieces should fit together on the 
interior so that they meet up at the corners as 
pictured. 

5 Use Pieces: (A2; B1; D1; D2) 

- Tape the top of piece A2 to D1 with black 
artists tape. Repeat for piece B1 to D2. 
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6 Use Pieces: (C1; C2; J1; J2) 

- When assembling pieces C1 & C2, begin by 
slotting and securing together. Let dry. Slot 
the dowel extensions found on pieces J1 & 
J2 into the base of the floor (front side of 
doors lack the 1” overlap). Slowly lower the 
front wall piece down and slot the top dowels 
into the space provided. 

7 Use Pieces: (G1; G2) 

- Slide piece G1 into the bottom corner of 
piece A1 & C2. Slide piece G2 into the 
bottom corner of piece B2 & C1. 

G1G2
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8 Use Pieces: (G1 & G2) 

- Tape the top of pieces G1 & G2 to the 
interior of it’s supporting pieces on the top. 
Take care to have as little tape as possible 
showing on the exterior side of the wall. 

**STOP** 

- Exterior of model should look like the pictures below (except for the roof). 
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LEGS 
9 Use Pieces: (L1; L2; H1; H2)  

-  Slot lets into the floor base according to 
their position. 

H
1 H

2

L1 L2
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HAY LOFT 
10 Use Pieces: (K1; K2; K3)  

-  K1: Goes on barn side R

- K2: Goes on barn side L

- K3: Goes on side barn back


-  Begin with piece K3. The bottom of 
all Hay loft pieces have slots built into 
them. The legs beneath should slot 
into these squares and the back side 
of the hay loft should rest on the 
ledge built into the wall structure. 
After insetting piece K3. Move onto 
pieces K1 & K2. Make sure that all 
legs are correctly slotted into hay loft 
pieces before continuing on to  the 
next step. 
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BANNISTERS
11 Use Pieces: (M1; M2)  

-  M1: Goes on barn side L

- M2: Goes on barn side R


- Similar to the leg pieces; Slot the bannister 
pieces into the spaces provided on hay loft 
structure. 

BARN SIDE R 
EXAMPLE
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RAFTERS 
12 Use Pieces: (E1; E2; E3)  

- E1: Closest to Barn Side Front 

- E2: Middle (with slots on ends)

- E3: Closest to Barn Side Back (rope)


- Slide rafter pieces into the supports 
provided from bannister pieces. Rafters 
should also slide into the slots provided on 
barn side L & barn side R walls. Piece E2 
should hook onto the outside of wall pieces. 
Pieces E1 & E3 should be taped to wall 
pieces— being careful to show as little tape 
as possible on the exterior face of barn side 
R. 
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ROOF 

13 Use Pieces: (R1; R2) 

- R1 & R2: Roof Front Facing 

- R3 & R4: Roof Back Facing 


- Slide Piece R1 & R2 together (similar to how 
wall pieces slid together). Secure together 
with glue and let rest before proceeding. 

14 Use Pieces: (R1; R2; R3; R4)


-The outer edges off the roof pieces have 
slots built that mount on either side of the 
walls barn side Front and barn side back. 


- The two levels of supports on the inside of 
the roof should land as follows: 


- The support in the middle of the 
interior roof should land above side 
branches of the rafter pieces. 


- The support near the bottom of the 
interior roof should land just above the 
barn side wall. 


- Reference photos below for position 
confirmation. 

** REPEAT**  
Repeat step 13 for pieces (R3; R4)


It is easiest to assemble Roof pieces one side at a time in order to still be able to get into the 
structure in order to finish set-up. Suggested build side are pieces R1 & R2. 
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Roof outer edge OFF Roof outer edge ON

BARN SIDE FRONT 
INTERIOR 

ROOF EDGE INTERIOR 

ROOF 
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Middle Roof Support should land just 
above the extending supports from 
the rafter pieces 
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Examples of middle and lower interior roof support placement. 

ROOF 
14

Exact roof placement is only necessary on the outer edge alignment and middle roof support 
placement. If bottom roof alignment isn’t perfect the structure will still be ok :)

** REPEAT**  
Repeat step 14 for Roof pieces R3 & R4 when desired. 
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DECOR 
15 Use Pieces: (Hay bales; Ladders; Milk Jugs; etc.)


-Ladders are placed leaning on the hayloft on the barn side back and barn side L. 
See photos for reference. 


- Other decor placement is entirely up to you but feel free to use photo reference as 
desired. 
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DECOR 


